
eArcades Emerging Rapidly as Top Gaming Platform for Females with Its 

Enormous Collection of Free Games for Girls  

 

An impressive collection of games for girls has helped E Arcades emerge as a 

comprehensive gaming website for girls who are enthusiastic about online gaming. The 

website is owned and managed by Ontario based company Internet Marketing Service 

and has an awe inspiring collection of games in several categories.  

 

 

Tons of free online games for girls available in E Arcades have made them a preferred 

gaming destination for females within a very short time. It may be recalled that the 

website has been around for very little time, but has done well to mesmerize their 

members and other visitors with a complete collection of different types of games. E 

Arcades was launched recently by Internet Marketing Services, primarily an online 

marketing firm that operates out of Ontario. E Arcades has always been proactive 

towards providing a unique gaming experience to the girls. Innumerable games 

specifically crafted for girls can be found in this website. 

 

The demand for online games for girls has been increasing dramatically in the recent 

years and all gaming websites now have their own collection of games designed for girls. 

However, E Arcades has already outscored most of them by with their astonishing 

collection that is updated on a regular basis. Dress up games is the most popular gaming 

category amongst the girls. E Arcades offers almost one thousand free dress up games 

including Flash Light Fashion, Spirit of Greek, Bird Prints Trend, and many more. Other 

popular gaming categories present in E Arcades include puzzle, adventure, education, 

fighting, strategy, etc.     

 

Though the website is focused towards offering a delightful gaming experience for girls, 

it is not a gaming website created exclusively for them. Talking about the objective of the 

company, the owner Michael Bashi says, "We have lots of games for all types of gamers. 

However, we are different from other gaming websites because we pay equal attention to 

satisfy the female gaming enthusiasts". He also added that his website would continue to 

add more new games for girls in the near future.   

 

About the Company: Internet Marketing Services is a noted online marketing company 

that has just entered the gaming arena with their gaming website E-Arcades. An excellent 

collection of games has made this the favorite gaming destination for girls.  
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E-Arcades 

Windsor, Ontario 

Zip Code: N9E 1S3 

Website:http://www.earcades.com/ 

Email: support@earcades.com 
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